V INTERNATIONAL THEOSOPHICAL CONGRESS,
dedicated to the 147th anniversary of the founding of the Theosophical Society
Russia, Nizhny Novgorod 2022
DEAR FRIENDS!
We invite you to take part in the work
International Scientific Symposium
"Cosmogenesis. Anthropogenesis. Theogenesis - a single evolution of consciousness"
as speakers, opponents, free listeners
Congress will be held: Russia, on November 26-27, 2022
Venue: Russia, Nizhny Novgorod
The main concept: support and development of activities, which are based on spiritual and moral education
of society, scientific research, socially significant and educational activities aimed at the ideas of humanism,
tolerance, morality, mutual assistance, regardless of nationality and religion.
Organizers: Theosophical Society of Russia / Adamant Lodge with the support of Theosophy Foundation
Partners: Association of Small and Medium-sized Cities of Russia, Cultural Center MiroTvorchestvo,
Voronezh, Charity Fund Delphis, International Art Fund, Cosmonautics Federation of Russia, RUDN
Engineering Academy, National Environmental Fund, International Association of Peace Funds.
Participants: members of the Theosophical society, scientists, researchers of theosophical works,
representatives of the fields of science, philosophy, education, religion, culture, whose studies are based on
the integration of theosophical knowledge
Congress program (preliminary):
Day one November 26 (Saturday)
10:00 -11: 00. Registration of Congress participants
11 a.m. Grand opening:
- greetings of officials to Congress participants
- preview (announcement) of speakers' speeches (time limit up to 10 minutes)
12: 30-13: 30. Coffee break.
13: 30-17: 30. Reports of the Congress participants (time limit up to 30 minutes), briefing (questions and
answers) in the format of a scientific discussion, speeches of opponents, arguments after each report (time
limit up to 7 minutes)
17: 30-18: 00. Summing up the scientific and practical analysis of the presented studies
Second day November 27 (Sunday)
10: 00-10: 30. Gathering participants
10: 30-13: 30. Reports of the Congress participants (time limit up to 30 minutes), briefing (questions and
answers) in the format of a scientific discussion, speeches of opponents, arguments after each report (time
limit up to 7 minutes)
13: 30-14: 30. Coffee break.
14: 30-17: 30. Round table "Secret Doctrine - the book of the third millennium."
Discussion of the Secret Doctrine. Volume I. Stanza Jian, Sloka 5
Group photo.
17: 35-18: 00. Grand closing.
Features of this event:
- Speakers are invited who have their own research on theosophical works in various areas of society,
practical experience in the study of theosophy, the scientific development of the works of E.P. Blavatsky's
“Secret Doctrine” and other scientific works of our great compatriot, as well as the writings of the authors
referred to by the EPB in their writing
- The Congress is designed to attract young scientists, representatives of the fields of science, medicine,
education and culture to exchange experiences in implementing new socially significant programs aimed at

the ideas of humanism, tolerance, morality, mutual assistance, regardless of nationality and religion,
representatives of other areas whose activities based on the spiritual and moral enlightenment of society;
- The discovery of new names in the natural sciences and the humanities, which base their developments,
methods, and research on theosophical scientific works that make it possible to make a new round in the
development of human consciousness;
- Reports collected solely from citations are not accepted.
Art exhibition dedicated to Elena Petrovna Blavatsky:
For the exhibition, paintings, drawings, sculptures are accepted. Applications for participation in the
Competition, according to the Regulation (Appendix No. 3) until 10.25.2022 by e-mail kongressto@mail.ru
marked in the subject line of the letter “EXHIBITION-COMPETITION 2022”
Poetic Competition dedicated to Helena Petrovna Blavatsky.
poetic works must be sent to the Organizing Committee of the Competition in the attached “word” file no
more than two works from each participant, the subject line of the letter “POETRY COMPETITION
2022”, by 10.25.2022 by e-mail kongressto@mail.ru
Registration and APPLICATIONS of the speakers are accepted until 11.01.2022 by e-mail
sozkultura@mail.ru, Application Form (Appendix No. 1)
marked in the subject line of the letter “REGISTRATION OF CONGRESS 2022”
Registration of participants of the Congress before 12.11.2022 by e-mail kongressto@mail.ru.
Application form (Appendix No. 2).
with a note in the subject line of “REGISTRATION OF CONGRESS 2022”.
Accommodation in Sochi during the Congress:
- hostels (4-8 people in a room from 500-800 rubles per day);
- hotels from 600 rub. per day (bed);
- rental apartments from 3000 rubles. per day. It is possible to rent apartments for groups of 4-8 places (per
day from 500 -700 rubles from each)
Applications for accommodation are accepted until 11.01.2022 at kongressto@mail.ru with a note in the
subject line of the letter “ACCOMMODATION CONGRESS 2022”
Organizational fee, regardless of the number of visited days, 1000 rubles.
A big request to everyone who is not indifferent to the development of Theosophy in Russia,
pay your membership fee or make a charity contribution
until November 01, 2022 to one of the organizers' cards marked “CONGRESS”
or support Congress on the Theosophy Foundation website www.fondtheosophy.ru
Kuleshov Alexander Sergeevich 5336 6903 4387 5466 (SBERBANK, Saint Petersburg)
Shaboornikova Evgeniya Mikhailovna 2202 2002 3604 8441 (SBERBANK, Moscow)

Thank you for your understanding, support, joint activities and cooperation!

